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About the Project 

Executive Summary 

From November 18 to 23, 2019, Sound Diplomacy conducted 16 roundtable sessions and met 

with more than 100 people to get an informed vision of the music ecosystem in Victoria. The 

roundtables also included a virtual Indigenous roundtable discussion with a group of 

professionals from the music sector who also identify as members of BIPOC communities, 

which sought to ensure that local BIPOC artists and those in the cultural industries could 

discuss their perspectives, concerns and views on the local music industry in Victoria. (The 

results of these roundtable sessions can be found in Appendix B - Roundtable Sessions.) 

Between March and April of 2020, 1,498 respondents participated in an online survey, 396 were 

artists, 134 were business/employees/freelancers organizations in Victoria’s music industry and 

968 were music fans (audience). The input and ideas from the survey informed the Music 

Advisory Committee and Staff in the development of the Music Strategy. (The results of this 

survey can be found in Appendix C - Victoria Music Ecosystem Study.) 

From September 3 to 17, 2021, the City of Victoria asked local musicians, music businesses 

and music fans to provide feedback on the draft Music Strategy’s strategic priorities. 

The City’s Music Strategy outlines the role of music in Victoria and a series of recommendations 

to grow the music sector. It identifies opportunities for the City to reinforce the uniqueness of 

Victoria's music scene, including talent, spaces and infrastructure. 

The strategy includes creating opportunities for the public to experience music and prioritize 

access for underrepresented communities to share culturally diverse music practices. 

Based on the data analysis and engagement phases, the draft Music Strategy outlines five 

broad priority areas for the City of Victoria to implement: 

• Connecting People & Spaces: Create Space for Music 

• Nurture the Talent: Support Musicians & Music Organizations 

• Grow the Audience: Everyday Musical Encounters 

• Be Future-Ready: Music Innovation 

• Creative Economy License to Create: Music Friendly Policy & Licensing 

A total of 430 people completed the online survey – 262 identified as musician, 96 were 

affiliated with a music business, and 236 were music fans. A broad majority of respondents 

confirmed their support for the draft actions identified under the five strategic priorities. The top 

feedback themes from survey respondents include supporting existing venues, building new 

spaces for performances and rehearsals, and making it affordable for musicians. 

The feedback received provided essential insights into the opinions of musicians, music 

businesses and music fans. All feedback received was considered by the project team and 

helped create the final draft strategy and report to Council. 
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Project Overview 

In 2017, the City Council adopted the Create Victoria Arts & Culture Master Plan, to nurture 

conditions for creativity to flourish. Developing a Music Strategy is one of the key priorities 

identified in Create Victoria. 

Since 2019, the City, Music Advisory Committee and Sound Diplomacy have been researching, 

analyzing and engaging the community on what is needed to better support the music scene. 

Sound Diplomacy completed a music ecosystem study in early 2021 that informed the action 

items in the strategy. 

Engagement Approach 

Consultants Sound Diplomacy conducted Phase 1 engagement in November 2019 and March-

April 2020. This included roundtable sessions to get an informed vision of the music ecosystem 

in Victoria. The roundtables also included a virtual Indigenous roundtable discussion with a 

group of professionals from the music sector who also identify as members of BIPOC 

communities.  An online survey was conducted between March and April 2020, to solicit input 

and ideas from artists, people working in the music industry and music fans. Insights from the 

survey and the roundtable discussions we used by Sound Diplomacy, the Music Advisory 

Committee and the staff project team to develop the Draft Music Strategy. 

The results of Phase 1 engagement can be found in Appendix B and Appendix C. 

 

Draft Music Strategy Survey (September 3-17, 2021) 

Phase 2 engagement consisted of an online survey and an information session to share the 

preliminary strategic directions being considered for the strategy, based on Phase 1 

engagement and work by the Music Advisory Committee. Survey respondents were asked to 

rank the importance of the draft strategic priorities. Additionally, the survey asked for feedback 

on any priorities or action items that were not currently included in the draft strategy, as well as 

giving people the opportunity to provide comments/feedback on strategic priority action items.  

The survey received 430 responses and 349 comments. 

 

Open House Information Session (September 11, 2021) 

Musicians, music businesses and music fans had the opportunity to learn more about the 

strategy during the information session on Saturday, September 11 at the NeighbourhoodHub 

(located in the Crystal Garden at 709 & 711 Douglas Street) from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 

Attendees had the opportunity to talk with staff about the strategy, explore the strategies under 

consideration, and contribute their ideas and provide feedback.  

Approximately 40 participants attended the Music Strategy Open House. 

https://www.victoria.ca/assets/Departments/Parks~Rec~Culture/Culture/Create~Victoria/Create%20Victoria%202018-SINGLE%20pgs%20for%20print.pdf
https://www.victoria.ca/EN/main/residents/culture/create-victoria.html
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Opportunity to Participate 

Opportunities for public participation were directly promoted through: 

• Media Release 

• The City’s engagement platform (engage.victoria.ca/musicstrategy) 

• City of Victoria website (latest news and victoria.ca/musicstrategy) 

• Emails to Stakeholders 

• Neighbourhood Hootsheets 

• Open House (In-Person Information Session) 

• Social Media Advertisement (Facebook, Instagram and Twitter) 

• Information Rack Cards 

 

Examples of promotional and advertising materials are included later in the report.  
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Have Your Say (Survey Results) 

 

Have Your Say Statistics 

September 3 – September 17, 2021 

 

430 survey respondents 

802 aware 

571 informed 

 

Demographics of Survey Participant 
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Age of Survey Respondents 
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Neighbourhood of Survey Respondents 
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Survey Insights 

What We Heard – Key Findings 

Each strategic priority statement received over 60% response rate of those who answered, 

“extremely important,” “very important,” and “important (combined).”  

Under 12% of respondents (on all strategic priority statements) answered, “not important.” 

These results indicate that each statement under the five strategic priorities, are important to 

musicians, music businesses and music fans. 

The survey asked respondents for open-ended comments on the overall strategy.  One of the 

questions asked respondents, “are there any priorities or action items that were not mentioned 

in this survey, that you would like to see recommended to City Council?” 187 people responded 

to this question. Common sentiments include: 

• Support existing venues such as: Hermann's Jazz Club, Cameron Band Shell, The 

Royal and more. 

• Provide music program funding for schools. 

• Support community groups, cultural centres, non-profit organizations with grants/funding. 

• Build more venues: 

o around the Inner Harbour. 

o that can accommodate a larger capacity (such as an amphitheatre or concert 

venue). 

o that are outdoor and in parks. 

o that provide diverse options. 

o for rehearsal space. 

o for late night music/dancing. 

• Provide affordable rental venues/space. 

• Travel subsidies for artists who travel between mainland and the island. 

• Less event restrictions (in regards to noise, parking etc.). 

Another open-ended question asked respondents, “do you have additional comments/feedback 

on the strategic priority areas and action items??” 162 people responded to this question. 

Common sentiments include: 

• Prioritize and support existing venues. 

• Provide/build affordable space for recording, rehearsals and performances. 

• Offer more live music, festivals and outdoor events in the city. 

• Appreciation for the City’s work on the Music Strategy, and focusing on enhancing the 

City’s music culture. 

• Less bureaucracy and red tape surrounding noise by-laws, venue licensing, permits, 

style of music etc. 

• Focus less on a music strategy and more on affordable housing, downtown crime etc. 

• Replicate strategies used in cities such as:  

o Austin, Texas 

o New Orleans, Louisiana   

o London, Ontario 
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o Banff, Alberta (Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity) 

o Other American cities 

•  

• Pay musicians directly, not only musical organizations and musical studies. 

• Make public transportation available after venues have closed. 

• All genres of music should be represented equally. 
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Spotlight 
Connecting People & Spaces: Create Space for Music 

The City will support increased access to existing infrastructure, while creating opportunities to 

enhance and create new spaces to make music accessible to all. 
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Spotlight  
Nurture the Talent: Support Musicians & Music Organizations 

We envision Victoria as a true Music City, where musicians thrive and where the music 

ecosystem is thoughtfully and strategically supported. Support for musicians and the music 

industry will ensure the artistic talent in our community can continue to grow in place. 
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Spotlight  
Grow the Audience: Everyday Musical Encounters 

Creating opportunities for the public to continue experiencing musical encounters in everyday 

settings is a key strategic direction. 
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Spotlight  
Creative License: Create Music Friendly Polices & Regulations 

The City thoughtfully considers a regulatory landscape that supports not just the live music 

ecosystem, but the creation of innovative music businesses and the smart integration of music 

into solving urban problems from public health and safety to education to community and social 

cohesion. 
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Explore a Music Innovation Hub including accelerators, incubators, and labs as part of the Arts 

& Innovation District that could include: 
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Spotlight  
Be-Future Ready: Music Innovation & the Creative Economy 

This priority area focuses on inclusive growth, while also exploring intelligent support 

mechanisms that fuel a competitive and innovative music industry and a future-ready city 

through investment in the creative economy. 
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Promotional Material 

City of Victoria Website 

  

 

City’s Engagement Platform (engage.victoria.ca/musicstrategy) 
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Neighbourhood Hotsheets 

 

Social Media Advertisement 
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Media Release Information Rack Cards 

  

www.victoria.ca/assets/City~Hall/Media~Releases/2021/2021.09.03_MR_Have%20Your%20Sa

y%20on%20Enriching%20Music%20Scene.pdf 

 
Open House 

 

 

  

 

www.victoria.ca/assets/City~Hall/Media~Releases/2021/2021.09.03_MR_Have%20Your%20Say%20on%20Enriching%20Music%20Scene.pdf
www.victoria.ca/assets/City~Hall/Media~Releases/2021/2021.09.03_MR_Have%20Your%20Say%20on%20Enriching%20Music%20Scene.pdf
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Appendix 

A. Survey Comments & Feedback 

B. Roundtable Sessions 

C. Victoria Music Ecosystem Study 
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Appendix B 



 

 

 
VICTORIA MUSIC STRATEGY 
November 18-23, 2019 Visit Report - 
Conducted by Katerina Ivanova and 
Elizabeth Cawein 
The Sound Diplomacy team’s field research visit to Victoria for the Victoria Music Strategy 
took place between November 18-23, 2019. Elizabeth Cawein, head of projects for North 
America, and Katerina Ivanova, Senior Project Manager, conducted a series of roundtables 
and interviews with local stakeholders, as suggested by the Victoria Music Advisory 
Committee with input from Music BC.  

SCHEDULE 

During the visit, Sound Diplomacy conducted 15 roundtable sessions and met more than 100 
people.  
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MONDAY, 11/18 

Conservatory of 
Music 

TUESDAY, 11/19 
Fort Tectoria 

WEDNESDAY, 
11/20 

Parkside 
Hotel & Spa 

THURSDAY, 
11/21 

CLUB 
KWENCH 

FRIDAY, 
11/22 

Victoria City 
Hall 

9 - 10:30 
AM 

 
Roundtable: 

Recorded Music 
Industry  

Roundtable: 
Music Retail 

Roundtable: 
Music Media 

Roundtable: 
City 

government 
(Cultural and 

tourism) 

11:30 
a.m. - 1 

PM 

Music Advisory 
Committee 

Meeting  

Site visit: The Royal 
Theater 

Roundtable: 
Music 
Producers 

Site visit: 
Centennial 

Square, Market 
Square, 

MacPherson 
Theater  

 

Roundtable: 
City 

government 
(policy) 

2:30 - 4 
PM 

Roundtable: 
Venues and 

nightlife 
 

Roundtable: 
Associations and 

Foundations 
 Roundtable: 
Music Tech 

 
Roundtable: 

Classical Music 

5  - 6:30 
PM 

Roundtable:  
Artists 

Roundtable: music 
education 

Roundtable: 
Production and 

Promoters 

Roundtable: 
Artists  

 

Evening 

Site visit: Victoria 
Conservatory, 
Pacific Opera 

   
Site visit to 
Lucky Bar 

 
Site visit to 

Copper Owl 

Site visit to 
Phillips 

Brewing Co.  
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MAIN FINDINGS 

During the visit, the Sound Diplomacy team were able to get a more informed vision of the 
music ecosystem in Victoria. The feedback in roundtable sessions and through conversations 
with City of Victoria staff and Music Advisory Committee members led to this initial list of key 
findings.  

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP 

Opportunities 

● Supportive elected leaders: Victoria City Council and Mayor are seen as forward 
thinking – there is a desire to support music and culture, leaders just need the right 
road map for how to do it.  

● Remove red tape: Across all groups in the music ecosystem, feedback was consistent 
about the need to remove red tape to allow groups to more easily activate 
underutilized public spaces, from Beacon Hill Park Band Shell to Market Square or 
Centennial Square. There are also opportunities to activate other unexpected spaces, 
like parkades, which has been encouraged by the city in the past. 

● Build in culture: with the development taking place in Victoria right now, there is an 
opportunity for policy to require developers to add or include purpose-built cultural 
spaces (making way for needed rehearsal space or music hubs) and to institute 
policies like Agent of Change to provide protections for existing cultural spaces like 
grassroots music venues. As the Capital Regional District undertakes its review of all 
cultural facilities in 2020, it should include music venues as part of its review. 

● Plan for music: the City of Victoria’s recent cultural master plan aligns with its 
affordable housing initiative, and there are other opportunities to closely link cultural 
plans or find ways to incrementally execute on existing plans (i.e.: Ship Point Master 
Plan) to allow some elements to move forward and support the music ecosystem. 
Music can also help with itinerant population and public safety – music is the way to 
create positive behavior through busking, etc.  

Challenges 

● Scope of services: Victoria is challenged by the size of its tax base vs. the influx of 
population during work and play hours – 80,000 tax payers support some 400,000 
commuters and visitors  

● Licensing and regulatory: Liquor licensing processes are viewed as archaic across 
the province, and have been confusing for many in the industry which has driven 
events and activity underground. The challenges and expense involved in delicensing 
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have also made it difficult for the all ages scene to flourish. While the sound bylaws in 
Victoria are fairly progressive in comparison to many cities in North America, growing 
density downtown naturally leads to noise complaints from residents in close proximity 
to entertainment spaces, highlighting the need for agent of change. The city of 
Victoria has the second highest cost for policing in the country. What’s more, 
promoters are burdened by inconsistent policing budgeting and in need of a better, 
more sustainable way to calculate these costs. 

● Transit: BC Transit recently introduced a pilot program to test a limited number of 
routes running later (until 2:30 a.m.) – this program and more expansion of late-night 
transit is desperately needed to support a thriving night time economy. Ride sharing is 
unlikely to be introduced in Victoria because of city regulation, and not enough transit 
exists to support service industry professionals who live outside the city in more 
affordable areas, but are an integral part of the nighttime economy. As a result, there 
are very few late-night dining options in Victoria and many businesses cut hours. 

● Diverse representation: The city of Victoria primarily works with musicians via online 
or computer-based processes, which inherently creates bias. There are communities 
within the music ecosystem who don’t know how to apply or approach the city for 
support with a community event. The city needs to be more intentional about 
engaging with groups like the First Nations Council and the Intercultural Association of 
Greater Victoria to ensure broad awareness of and equitable access to opportunities 
for cultural event support at the city level. 

SPACES AND PLACES 

Opportunities 

● Bullish local support: There is a strong live music scene in Victoria and audiences are 
supportive of – and willing to pay to enjoy – local musicians. The city’s geographic 
isolation leads to tremendous boosterism and the live music ecosystem enjoys a level 
of support that is unique among cities its size.  

● Underutilized public spaces: There are spaces in Victoria that would be ideal to 
activate with live music – like the Beacon Hill Park Band Shell – that cannot currently 
be activated because of city bylaws. Additionally, there are other spaces, like 
Centennial Square, Market Square or even city parkades, that have been used for live 
music in the past but are not being exploited fully.  

● Tax exemptions and incentivization: Tax exemptions for churches and cultural halls, 
which often serve as critical hubs for music ecosystem activity from rehearsals to 
convenings to live performance, would protect these important spaces from being 
pushed out by gentrification and climbing tax rates. The city could consider building in 
requirements around a set number of live music events per calendar year to retain 
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eligibility, and could also consider offering tax incentives to other types of venues who 
maximize the amount of live music programming in their spaces. 

● Agent of Change: Given the rate of downtown development in the city of Victoria, 
there is an urgent need to enact an Agent of Change policy in city bylaws to protect 
music venues and cultural spaces as developers move into downtown with new 
residences. If the city can act quickly, it has an opportunity to protect its venues and 
retain its culture in the downtown core. 

● Festivals: Festivals and other outdoor live music events are part of the lure of the city 
for tourists and new residents. Outdoor music is a party of the character and identity of 
Victoria.  

Challenges 

● Affordability: Complex issues that all center around affordability threaten spaces and 
places for music in myriad ways in Victoria, from a decline in live original music 
(venues prioritize DJ or ‘club’ nights, which are greater revenue generators) to a lack 
of rehearsal space to threats facing cultural halls (taxation based on highest and best 
use). Few venues can afford to be open and presenting music nightly, music is being 
driven out of the downtown core, and increases in festival costs have made beloved 
and culturally important events like Rifflandia untenable to produce annually. 
Insurance costs make it impossible for many promoters or venues to host live music, 
and high fees on tickets are reducing the spending power of the marketplace. 

● All-ages scene: In part because of the high cost of delicensing, there are not 
consistent all ages shows being presented in venues in Victoria. Without more access 
for young people to live music, there is no pipeline for future artists and industry 
professionals. Resources like Girls Rock Camp offer education and mentoring for 
young musicians, but if there is not a live music scene that is accessible to young 
people it will be difficult to impossible to sustain the ecosystem in the future. 
Additionally, the more shows are pushed underground the less likely they are to be in 
safe spaces where harm reduction is a primary concern of management. 

● Homelessness and perception of safety: Victoria’s high street population contribute 
to a perception that downtown is unsafe. For some venues in particular (i.e.: the 
Conservatory of Music) this has become a considerable challenge for attracting 
patrons and creating a safe and welcoming space. Collaboration is needed across 
groups working with this population (BC Housing, Island Health, provincial and local 
governments) to address these issues as they impact downtown vibrancy. 

● Venues: Victoria’s venue ladder is lacking in mid-sized venues and accessible and 
welcoming spaces for underrepresented groups (all-ages, differently abled patrons, 
LGBTQ+ community, indigenous musicians). Venues should be incentivized to 
upgrade accessibility. Musicians and music industry would like to see city support for 
performance spaces at the 200+ capacity level and 700-1,000 capacity level. It is clear 
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that musicians and music industry feel threatened by the pace of development and are 
concerned about the future viability of beloved venues. Because most music venues’ 
primary source of revenue is alcohol sales, they can be demonized and seen as a 
public nuisance rather than protected as cultural spaces. 

 
 

MUSIC EDUCATION 

Opportunities 

● Build on a strong foundation: Traditional music education offerings in Victoria are 
strong, from private instrument or vocal lessons to music ensembles in schools. If a 
young person has a desire to access music education, they are able to do so. Now it’s 
time to build on that foundation by adding comprehensive music industry education to 
prepare musicians, artists and budding industry professionals for careers in music.  

● Continue to innovate: Victoria is already innovating in music education – the 
University of Victoria’s computer music program is the only one of its kind and has put 
graduates at Bandcamp, Soundcloud and in Silicon Valley music-tech jobs. There are 
myriad ways Victoria can continue to be a leader in this space, including empowering 
community organizations like Rockcamp and CFUV who are in or interested in 
entering the outside-of-school music education and training space through youth 
camps, summer programs and classes for women and nonbinary people in music 
production.  

● Create spaces: Given the increased interest in electronic music and music production, 
the timing is right to prioritize creation of a music hub in Victoria, a protected cultural 
space that could house public recording studios and/or spaces for young people to 
learn music production tools and platforms. With a new public library in the planning 
stages, it would make sense to consider how the library can serve in this capacity. A 
music hub can also provide a space for bringing industry leaders from outside of 
Victoria to the city for mentoring and teaching. 

Challenges 

● Talent retention: Currently the retention of students graduating from the University of 
Victoria is not strong, largely due to the expense of living in Victoria. Students who 
may graduate with music degrees or expertise in music tech or music business are 
forced to move elsewhere to find jobs and living wages. There is also a decline in the 
number of students pursuing music as a fulltime career. 

● Music in schools: As in most major cities, the value placed on music education in 
Victoria is much lower than core subjects, and there is no mandate for arts education, 
though there seems to be buy-in at the provincial level in the importance of access to 
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music for young people. Because there is no common standard or assessment and 
each school is free to draft its own curriculum, which means that music programs vary 
widely from school to school. This can ultimately put serious music students at a 
disadvantage over time. 

● Funding support: Educators need more funding support to bring professional 
musicians into schools, whether for one-off guest lectures or workshops or through 
formalized teaching artists programs. This could also help fill a critical gap in music 
industry education in Victoria.  

 
PROFESSIONALIZATION OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY 

Opportunities 

● Talent and collaboration: For a city its size, there is a tremendous amount of music 
talent in Victoria, partly thanks to the city’s geography and natural beauty – it is a 
place that attracts people with its quality of life. The music scene in Victoria is seen as 
collaborative rather than competitive; musicians play in many bands, work across 
genres, and those who are successful are interested in investing back into the scene 
and sharing knowledge. While it does present challenges, the geography of Victoria is 
also seen as a positive in terms of how that isolation incubates a unique sound and 
music culture. 

● Music and tech: There is a robust music tech ecosystem in Victoria, with companies 
located in the city but also a population of remote workers who are employed by 
music tech firms located elsewhere and choose to live in Victoria. Though there are 
currently some programs to support this – like accelerators – there could be more 
done to support a thriving music tech and start-up scene, i.e.: music tech hackathons, 
networking events, etc. 

● Infrastructure: The City of Victoria is seen as supportive of music, and 
musicians/music industry say that communication channels with the cultural staff at 
City Hall have improved over the last 10 years. Additionally, Victoria is home to a 
chapter of the Canadian Federation of Musicians, an organization whose resources 
and offerings could be better promoted and exploited by emerging artists and industry 
pros in the city. There is also a strong offering of co-working spaces like Fort Tectoria 
and Club KWENCH. 

● Funding: There is a strong landscape of funding available to musicians and music 
businesses from provincial and national sources, but the perception is that a relatively 
small sliver of those available funds make their way to Victoria. There is an opportunity 
to bring more of that money to the city by better equipping musicians to submit for 
grants, through workshops or classes on how to incorporate, obtain business 
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licensure, and apply. Better funding opportunities for music and tech and music 
businesses, specifically, could also inject momentum into the industry. 

Challenges 

● Affordability of travel: Increasing cost of living is a challenge for any artist in Victoria, 
but the cost of travel is also a top concern for those building a career in music. In order 
to sustain a career in the music industry and live in Victoria, travel is imperative. A 
considerable amount of the Canadian music industry is centralized in Toronto, from 
tastemakers to labels to music supervisors. Music export is also challenging, and 
Victoria lacks the international reputation as a music city – musicians and 
professionals from Victoria find that they are often grouped in with the Vancouver 
scene. The cost of ferry travel is a particularly critical concern for touring artists, given 
the high cost of getting multiple people and van loads of equipment on and off the 
island. The music community is eager to find ways to offset these costs to allow for 
better import and export of music and talent. If these costs can’t be subsidized, 
Victoria’s ability to export its incredible musical talent is under serious threat.  

● Lack of music business education and soft infrastructure: While Victoria is home to a 
tremendous amount of musical talent, the city does not have enough in the way of soft 
industry infrastructure like entertainment lawyers or certified accountants with 
experience in royalties and industry-specific financial management. The resources that 
do exist in Victoria are not affordable for independent entrepreneurs and emerging 
artists. There is a desperate need for mentoring and networking in Victoria, and the 
community is eager to see Music BC take a significant role in this space either by 
designating a local liaison or by helping to more regularly bring in outside industry 
professionals to fill these gaps. 

● Recording industry: The recording infrastructure that exists in Victoria is primarily 
home studios, which are not licensed businesses. These studios are able to serve the 
emerging artist community well, but more established artists are leaving to record in 
Vancouver or elsewhere in Canada. Better collaboration between music and film in 
Victoria could lead to support for a professional multi-room studio. Victoria has strong 
talent in terms of producers and studio engineers, but there is a lack of women in 
production and a lack of internships and mentoring opportunities for young people 
interested in this space, in general. 

● Advocacy: There is a need for more advocacy for musicians in Victoria, and better 
education on rate setting to improve fair pay for music makers across the board, 
similar to the standards set for visual artists by CARFAC. A third party advocacy body, 
like the Victoria Film Commission, could lead this effort and work alongside the 
existing musicians’ union to offer resources to professionalize the Victoria music 
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ecosystem and ensure more leadership opportunities for women and indigenous 
music makers. 

AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT 

Opportunities 

● Audiences are strong and support local: Victorians are known for their fervent 
support of local – local makers, brands, businesses – and this is evident in the music 
scene, as well. Audience support for local artists is robust, and there is a broadening 
palate for different types of music from roots to electronic to hip-hop. The scene can 
support multiple local events on a given night, typically with cover charges, and locals 
are excited to support Victoria musicians.  

Challenges 

● No central source: As in many cities, the media landscape in Victoria has evolved over 
the last 5-10 years and there are fewer opportunities for coverage for musicians and 
music events. There is a need for a centralized source of information on music events 
in Victoria that is easy to access for both event producers/artists and consumers/fans. 
The publications that do exist, like Monday Magazine or The Times Colonist, are either 
limited in frequency or have limited staff bandwidth for arts and culture. Live Victoria is 
an online resource funded by the city, but it is not comprehensive. Fans, media and 
promoters need a centralized hub for finding information about upcoming shows. 

● Venue scarcity: There are more people who want to create and produce events than 
spaces to host them. The independent promoter community in Victoria is robust, but 
the challenges with accessing venues are slowing its growth. Better activation of 
underutilized spaces, incremental execution of the Ship Point Master Plan, and the 
addition of permanent stages to public spaces could all help facilitate more diverse 
music for more diverse audiences across the city. 

● Over saturation: With as much activity as there is in the live music scene, there are 
also concerns of over saturation and spreading audiences too thin. Conversation and 
collaboration is needed between organizations or promoters to coordinate event 
timings and avoid competition.  

MUSIC TOURISM 

Opportunities 
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● Diverse and accessible music offering: If you’re looking to experience music in 
Victoria, it’s not hard to find it. There are festivals and large scale outdoor music 
events that capitalize on the natural beauty of the city, and a high caliber of 
musicianship among local artists who choose Victoria for its lifestyle. Victoria’s music 
ecosystem rotates around the axis of its live music scene, which inherently is a tourist 
offer even if it is a secondary draw for visitors (after natural/outdoor/recreation). 

● Music city: There is an opportunity to brand Victoria as a music city and intentionally 
include music in the city’s tourism strategy. The tourism office will need to work 
closely with the music industry to develop an approach that ultimately should be more 
than just a campaign, but a point of civic pride and a celebrated brand around 
Victoria’s music, from contemporary to classical. Meaningful engagement with the 
music industry in the creation of this strategy will yield great return on investment 
internally and externally. 

Challenges 

● Need for regional collaboration/strategy: Victoria needs to capitalize on regional 
visitors who may be coming to Vancouver or Seattle as primary music tourists. 
Because of the challenges and expense of getting to Victoria, tourists may not 
consider it as part of a regional visit, but if more work is done to highlight the music 
offering – and provide ways to ease or decrease the cost of accessing the island – 
Victoria can become an important point on a Pacific Northwest music trip. 

● Sleepy image: Victoria has long had a sleepy image, partly due to how attractive the 
city is as a destination for retirement and relaxing holidays due to is natural beauty and 
assets. It’s seen as less exciting than other Canadian music hub cities like Toronto or 
Montreal for artists or music tourists.   

 

NEXT STEPS 

Sound Diplomacy has crafted a survey addressed to all citizens (directly related to music and 
audiences). The survey questions and format were presented to the Music Advisory 
Committee for review on December 3. The survey, together with the forthcoming economic 
impact assessment, will inform the social and economic context of the music ecosystem in the 
city of Victoria. Next, we will be working to map Victoria’s music assets. This place scraping 
will identify music-related uses that, moving forward, can contribute to our final strategy 
recommendations. 
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In the meantime, Sound Diplomacy will continue with further stakeholder engagement 
through one-on-one interviews with music industry professionals who were unable to 
participate in the roundtable discussions.  
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Introduction

This report presents the results of the Victoria Music Strategy Survey, conducted by Sound
Diplomacy in collaboration with the City of Victoria. The survey was addressed to all Victoria
citizens - those directly related to the music ecosystem as well as audience members.

The survey’s primary objective was to better understand the factors that impact the success of
the music ecosystem in Victoria.

This report explores:

● Characterization of Victoria’s music industry companies/industry workers
● Characterization of Victoria’s music artists
● Characterization of Victoria’s local music audience
● Perception and ratings of Victoria’s music ecosystem

Methodology

The main goal of the study is to better understand the key players of the music ecosystem in
Victoria such as: artists (singers/musicians/producers/DJ/composers), music industry
organizations (music/entertainment business/non-profit organizations/employees/contractors)
and, Victoria’s music audience. Additionally, we wanted to better understand perceptions of
several aspects of the music ecosystem in the city in order to prioritize necessary improvements.

An online survey was developed by Sound Diplomacy in collaboration with the Victoria Music
Advisory Committee (MAC) and distributed to the local community. The survey was approximately
15 minutes long, depending on the respondents’ role in the local music industry. It was conducted
from March 3 to April 13, 2020. There were various incentives for participation, provided by
Creative BC and MAC. A total of 1,498 responses were collected. Of those, 396 were artists, 134
were business/employees/freelancers organizations in Victoria’s music industry and 968 were
music fans (audience) who are residents of Victoria.
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The survey questionnaire was organized into the following sections:

Aspect Details

Introduction
The questions included in this section aimed to segment the
respondents according to the role they play in the music
industry in Victoria.

Personal Information
This section explored demographic characteristics of the
respondents such as age, sex, education level and race.

Music Ecosystem
Role

This section was designed exclusively for
business/employees/freelancers from the music industry. The
questions revealed the respondents’ role in the industry
(venue, festival, artist management, etc) and the dependency
of their income on music related activities.

Artist Details

This section was designed exclusively for
artists/musicians/performers/composers/DJs/Producers. The
questions aimed to explore the artist’s music activity and
identify areas of improvement/priority.

Company Information

This section was designed exclusively for company owners,
CEOs or general managers (excluding the Government
Department)  in order to better understand their organizations
(for-profit or non-profit; size; employees; financial growth in the
past year) and identify areas of improvement/priority.

Music Professional
Details

This section was designed exclusively for
employees/freelance professionals in the music industry. The
section explored their professional activity in the music
industry and areas of improvement/priority.

Music Venues

This section was designed exclusively for company owners,
CEOs or general managers whose role/activity in the industry
is derived from a venue. The questions aimed to better
understand their organizations (type of venue, programming,
type of compensation to artists, capacity).

Festival Information

This section was designed exclusively for company owners,
CEOs or general managers whose role/activity in the industry
is derived from a Festival. Questions explored the size of the
festival, charging methods, composition of the line up (local
talent/non-local talent).
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Education sector
information

This section was designed exclusively for respondents that
selected their main role/activity, the Music Education field. The
questions explore the education capabilities from their
organization and their desired level of collaboration with other
local agents.

Local Artist-Support
Business Information

This section was designed exclusively for respondents that
selected their main role/activity, live music industry, artist
manager, recording industry (labels, publishers, distributors,
studios), sound recording, music PR & marketing. The
questions explore the composition of their clients (local vs
non-local).

Governance

This section explored the perception of
organizations/artists/workers of the music industry, regarding
the local regulations and policies, the aspects they wanted to
prioritize and the level of relevance they have on some
additional governmental aspects.

Grants and Funding
The sections inquired about grants and tax benefits that
organizations have received. It further explored the reasons
why organizations have not received or applied for them.

Promotion
This section aimed to identify the main ways used by
organizations/artists/workers of the music industry, to promote
the music work.

Music Education

This section explored the level of music education received by
the agents of the music ecosystem (excluding the audience). In
addition, it inquired about the level of satisfaction of the
respondents with their knowledge/skills and the relevance
they perceive on this type of education

Audience Information

This section was designed exclusively for music fans/
audiences. The goal was to better understand audience habits
of music consumption, and their rating on various aspects of
the local music ecosystem.

Closing questions
This section provided an opportunity to leave any additional
remarks.
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Based on the music ecosystem role and provided information, the data was processed to reveal:

1. Characterization of the segments:
a. Workers/organizations in Victoria’s music industry
b. Artists/musicians
c. Local music fans/audiences

2. Overview of the above segments’ perceptions of the different aspects and conditions that
impact them within the music ecosystem.
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Executive Summary

Below is a summary of key insights of the Victoria Music Strategy Survey, including
artists/musicians, organizations/workers in Victoria’s music industry and music fans/audiences.

Organizations/Workers in Victoria’s music industry

● Victoria has a semi-professional music industry: Music Industry workers/organizations in
Victoria (based on the surveyed population) are not fully professionalized, with over one
third (38%) of the surveyed stating that less than 25% of their income is derived from
music activities. Workers and organizations still have a high dependency on other
economic activities besides music where the most common additional source of income is
performing professional activities in a non music field (46% of people selected this
option).

● Live music at its core: These workers and organizations, when working for the music
ecosystem, mainly are related to live music activities: perform activities within a festival
(33%), a live music venue (34%) and live music industry activities such as being talent
buyers or promoters (33%).

● Positive financial outcome: Music Industry organizations have perceived a positive
change in income in the last year (increase of revenue) and are also positive towards their
future income in the next 5 years. To ensure this happens, they recognize the need to
improve their marketing and PR skills and grant writing.

● Local music is the focus: Music venues offerings are mainly composed of local artists and
the main compensation is via a fixed fee per show.

Artists/musicians

● Singers and musicians as main creative generators: artists in Victoria are mainly classified
as singer and/or musician songwriter (41%) and Singer and/or musician, performer (39%).

● Victoria has a semi-professional creative music sector: Most of the artists define
themselves as semi-professional artists (49%) since most of them are paid from music but
it is not their main source of income. In addition, most of them don't have support from
other agents in the music industry such as booking agents, a record label or a manager.

Music fans/audiences

● An audience advocating for local talent: Victoria's music audience is an active follower of
local music. They express this by actively following local artists in social media (49%),
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paying entrances to local artists' shows (49%), streaming their music or videos (48%) and
listening to them on the radio (48%).

● Opportunity to increase attendance frequency: Even though audiences attend to local
artists' performances, they don't do it in a high frequency (mainly once every couple of
months), hence there is an opportunity to lure them to increase their attendance. Ensuring
that artists are more engaged with the local community might be an alternative to make
local music more visible to this audience (besides using traditional promotion channels).

Overall remarks

● The promotion channels are aligned: The main means of promotion used by artists and
music industry workers/organizations correspond to the same means mainly used by the
audience to find about Victoria music events. These means are both traditional and
digital. Facebook is the most popular, followed by word of mouth, Instagram and physical
signage.

● The music demand matches the supply: Victoria’s music offering is very diverse, where
rock/punk/metal is one of the most popular, as well as funk, soul and R&B, classical and
Folk and singer-songwriter. These genres are the preferred ones by the audience, which
matches the current programming/offering from artists and music venues.

● Noise ordinance, liquor licenses and all-ages accessibility are the main three policies or
regulations that have generated the most negative impact for artists and music industry
workers/organizations.

● Priority on grants: the majority of both artists and music industry workers/organizations
have never received a grant or tax rebate. They mainly haven't done so because they
don't know what is available for them. This is an opportunity for governments to educate
or better communicate to these segments on their options.

● The music ecosystem advocates for diversity: both artists and music industry workers are
advocates for ensuring diversity in genres and backgrounds. They expect the government
and leadership groups to incorporate this value in the actions they take towards the music
ecosystem.

● The music ecosystem is rated by the audience with an average score: even though
audiences were neutral towards the performance of some aspects of the ecosystem,
there are opportunities to improve not only by the government but by the artists and
music industry workers/organizations themselves.
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Detailed Analysis

Characterization

Below is the detailed analysis of Victoria Music Strategy Survey.

Music Ecosystem Role

Segmentation

Figure 1 shows the respondent composition. The sample was mainly composed of local music
fans (968). Three-hundred and six respondents were artists/musicians, while 134 were
organizations/workers in the local music industry.

Figure 1. Respondent Type
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The survey explored different employment categories in Victoria’s music ecosystem. 74
respondents were employees/freelancers in the music industry, 38 were owners/CEOs/business
or general managers in the industry and 22 stated they had a different employment category
(neither owner nor employee).

Of the 38 owners/CEO/business or general managers, sixteen were working in the live music
industry (such as talent buyers, promoters), 13 were in the Music PR & Marketing area, nine were
part of a live music venue, eight from a Festival and several from other areas such as Sound
Recording (6), Artist Management (6), Education (4), Media & Journalism (4), Advocacy & Funding
(3), Recording Industry (3), Music/Instrument retail (2) and Instrument Manufacturing (1) and other
activities (7).1

Characterization of Victoria’s Music Ecosystem organizations/workers

This segment is constituted by the 134 responses who mentioned their role in the music2

ecosystem is as a music ecosystem organization/worker. As previously mentioned, 55% of them
are employees/freelance professionals, 28% are owners/CEOs/business or general managers
and the remaining 16% are neither of them.

These workers in the local music industry are fairly equal parts male (54%) and female (40%)3

where 84% do not identify themselves as LGBTQIA+, nor have any type of disability (89%). They
are mainly within their thirties with 35% being born between 1980 and 1989. The rest skew a bit
older with 18% being born between 1970 and 1972 and 11% between 1950 and 1959 (See Figure
2).

The majority (77%) described their ethnicity as white, with a high level of education, where 57%
have a college degree, 17% a higher level than bachelor’s degree (such as master’s or doctorate)
and 22% a high school degree. This education is mainly not related to the music field since
seventy-two percent of them stated not having studied a music degree.

3 5% of respondents declared either being non-binary, two-spirited, preferred to self-describe or preferred
not to disclose their gender.

2 Please note that this sample is fairly small and may not be fully representative of the entire population.

1 Respondents could choose maximum 3 roles, hence the number of activities claimed by the 38
owners/CEOs/business or general managers adds up higher than 38.
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Figure 2. Age of Workers in Victoria's Music Ecosystem

Almost equally these workers/organizations are either for the for-profit and nonprofit sector (34%
for-profit, 29% non-profit and 34% both for-profit and nonprofit). For 25% of them, all of their
income corresponds to their activities with music and for 13% music is generating 75% to 99% of
their income. However, 38% say that only less than 25% of their income is derived from music
activities.

This is in line with the fact that 31% state that they don’t have any additional income besides from
their role in the music industry while 24% claim they also have income from artistic activities such
as being a musician/performer/composer/DJ/producer, and 46% mention that they also have
income as a professional in a non-music related field (See Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Workers/organizations’ percentage of income from music activities and other sources
of income, Victoria's music ecosystem

As shown in Figure 4 , they primarily work in the areas of Live Music, since 33% work at Festivals,4

34% with Live Music Venues and 33% in the Live Music Industry (talent buyer, promoter, etc). This
shows that the live music scene is highly relevant for organizations/workers in the local music
ecosystem since this constitutes their primary activity.

Other common activities are music PR & Marketing (23% or workers/organizations) and Media &
Journalism (19%), which are related to the commercial aspect of music.

4 Ibid, footnote 1.
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Figure 4. Type of activities performed by workers/organizations in Victoria's music ecosystem

In addition, for the ones that own a live music venue, they own/operate on average 1.3 venues
and the ones that organize festivals, do 2.1 on average.

These activities are advertised or promoted by them using several means of communication.
Figure 5 shows that Facebook and word of mouth are the most popular with 81% and 77% of
workers/organizations using them respectively. Other popular means are Instagram (by 62%),
physical signage (by 55%), personal/professional websites (by 54%) and event pages/apps (52%).
This indicates that organizations have a balanced use of traditional and digital media, reaching
out this way to a wider range of audience segments.
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Figure 5. Means used by workers/organizations in Victoria to promote music or their own
organization

In terms of the benefits they receive from the government, most of the workers or organizations
mentioned that they have never received grants or tax rebates from the (60% and 77%
respectively). The main reasons argued by the people that have never received a grant is that
they don’t know what incentives are available for them (33%), there are no suitable incentives for
them (28%), or they are not interested (11%).

In regard to tax incentives, the reasoning is similar as for grants. The main reason for never
having received incentives is that people don’t know what incentives are available for them
(38%), 23% claim that there are no suitable incentives for them and 15% don't know how to apply.

This shows that the government has an opportunity to reach out to the music industry workers
and educate them on the different options that are available. Moreover, knowing that several of
them state that there are no suitable grants or tax rebates for them, there is an opportunity to
create new benefits based on the challenges identified in the last chapter of this analysis.
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Industry: Music Professional Details

Based on the 74 survey respondents who are music professionals in Victoria’s music industry,5

51% work as freelancers/contractors, 32% are employees, 9% volunteers and the remaining 7%
with other types of contract.

For this segment, it is important to collaborate and network more with musicians and the music
industry in Victoria and also to do so with professionals and organizations outside the music
industry in Victoria. Nevertheless, these types of collaborations are not the only action points6

they see as relevant.

As Figure 6 shows, the music professionals also recognize that there are some skills that they
need to gain or improve. The main ones are marketing (47%), 38% national and international
contacts, 38% technology and 38% social media. Business and financial management skills were
also desired by 36% and fundraising wanted by slightly less than one-third of the professionals
(31%).

Figure 6. Main Skills that Employers/Freelancers are Interested in Improving

6 Average score of 4.3 and 4.0 when asked ‘How important is it for you to collaborate and network more
with other musicians and the music industry in Victoria’ and ‘How important is it for you to collaborate and
network more with professionals and organizations outside the music industry in Victoria’. A rating of 1 is
equivalent to ‘Not at all important’, 2 to ‘Low importance’, 3 to ‘Neutral’, 4 to ‘Important’ and 5 to ‘Very
important’.

5 Please note that this sample is fairly small and may not be fully representative of the entire population.
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Industry: Company Information

Based on the 38 survey respondents who are owners/CEO/business or general managers, most7

of their organizations (83%) are for-profit. As Figure 7 shows, most of the organizations (58%)
were founded either in the 2010s or 2000s, making them a very young segment of organizations.

Figure 7. Decade When Organizations Were Founded

Most of the organizations (68%) are fairly small with 1 to 4 employees, followed by eleven percent
of organizations that have 5 to 9 employees and another 11% of the companies which have
between 10 and 19 employees. There are only a few exceptions to medium and big companies
with 20 to 49 employees (8%) or more than 100 employees (3%).

Figure 8 shows that these organizations mainly hire employees and contractors/freelancers,
since, on average, these types of workers represent 34% and 25% of the total workers in the
organization respectively. Volunteers account for almost one fifth (18%) of the workers (on
average).

7 Please note that this sample is fairly small and may not be fully representative of the entire population.
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Figure 8. Average percentage of type of workers in organizations

In terms of their income most companies had a positive impact in the past year. 42% of the
organizations claimed they had an increase in their income, whilst 26% had no change and the
other 26% saw a decrease. Nevertheless, most companies (68% of them) are positive towards the
future, expressing they expect their income to increase in the next 5 years (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Change in income in the past year and expected income in the next 5 years

To achieve their goals of financial success, organizations recognize that it is important to
collaborate and network more with musicians and the music industry in Victoria and also to do so
with professionals and organizations outside the music industry in Victoria.8

In addition, owners, CEOs and managers also see the need to improve or gain knowledge in
other areas. They are mainly interested in improving their marketing and PR skills (63% of
organizations) and in grant writing (50%). Other desired skills/knowledge are increasing their
national and international contacts (47%), their skills in social media (39%), business and financial
management and mentoring and career development with 37% each (see Figure 10).

8 Average score of 4.2 and 4.4 when asked ‘How important is it for you to collaborate and network more
with other musicians and the music industry in Victoria’ and ‘How important is it for you to collaborate and
network more with professionals and organizations outside the music industry in Victoria’. A rating of 1 is
equivalent to ‘Not at all important’, 2 to ‘Low importance’, 3 to ‘Neutral’, 4 to ‘Important’ and 5 to ‘Very
important’.
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Figure 10. Main Skills that Owners/CEOs/Managers are Interested in Improving for their
Organization

Lastly, we identified some of the factors that might impact these organizations to be financially9

successful or not, where financially successful refers to organizations that reported an increase in
income in the past year. These are the insights:

● Negative impact of number of interns/trainees: Companies that reported a decrease in
their income in the past year, have on average more interns/trainees than the ones that
reported an increase in income (20 vs 6 respectively).

● Positive impact of number of volunteers: Companies that reported a decrease in their
income in the past year, have on average fewer volunteers (including board members)
than the ones that reported an increase in income (5 vs. 20 respectively).

● Negative impact of mixed goals (for and nonprofit): Companies that reported a decrease
in income in the past year are mostly both for-profit and nonprofit, in comparison to the
ones that reported an increase in income (60% vs 31% respectively).

● Positive impact of venues: There are more companies that reported an increase in their
income in the past year who have as main activity managing/owning a live music venue,
rather than the ones who reported a decrease in income (31% vs. 20% respectively).

9 Please note that the analysis doesn’t measure a causality effect, meaning is not possible to know which
factor causes the other.
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● Positive impact of music as main income driver: There are more companies that reported
an increase in income in the past year whose full income is derived from music activities,
in comparison to companies that reported a decrease in income (44% vs 30%
respectively).

● Positive impact of grants: There are more companies that reported a decrease in their
income in the past year who have never received grants, in comparison to companies that
have reported an increase in income (80% vs 56% respectively).

● Positive impact of promoting via radio, Instagram and word of mouth: There are more
companies that reported an increase in their income in the past year who promote via
radio, Instagram or word-of-mouth, in comparison to companies that have reported a
decrease in income (38% vs 10%, 75% vs 40% and 88% vs 50% respectively).

● Negative impact of promoting via newspapers: there are more companies that reported a
decrease in their income in the past year who promote via newspapers, in comparison to
companies that have reported an increase in income (30% vs 19% respectively).

● Positive impact of music education in greater Victoria: there are more companies that
reported an increase in their income in the past year with people that have a music
degree from Greater Victoria, than the companies that reported a decrease in income in
the past year (19% vs 10% respectively).

Industry: Live Music Venues

Nine of the surveyed owners/CEOs/managers were live music venue owners who own on10

average 1.3 venues. In general, the venues in Victoria have a large capacity, with twenty-seven11

percent of the venues having between 301 and 1,000 people. Another 27% have a medium
capacity between 81 and 300 people. Most of these venues (55%) are accessible to all-ages12

audiences but only 36% are so for people with disabilities.

Figure 11 shows that most of the venues (27%) are live music venues or nightclubs or
multi-disciplinary performing arts venues (18%).

12 18% of the venues have a capacity between 21 and 80 people, 9% have a capacity under 20 people and
18% of the venue owners did not provide an answer to the question.

11 Two live music venue owners provided additional information on a second venue, hence the analysis of
the information is based on 11 venues.

10 Please note that this sample is fairly small and may not be fully representative of the entire population.
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Figure 11. Type of venues

Programming for the majority of the venues (55%) is fully composed by local artists and for 9% the
local artists constitute around half of the programming (the rest of venues preferred not to share
the information). These performances are typically compensated as a fixed fee (by 36% of the
venues) or by a percentage of the ticket/door sales (19% of venues). See Figure 12.13

Additionally, the music genres most often performed in the venues are diverse, however the main
ones are Rock, Punk and Metal, Classical music and Funk, Soul and R&B, played in 27% of the
venues.

13 27% of the venues did not share this information. 9% of venues have in-kind compensation and the
remaining 9% have no compensation at all.
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Figure 12. Main music genres often performed in the venues

Lastly, the main source of revenue for the venues in Victoria is related to ticket sales, constituting
on average 34% of the total, followed by bar/food sales (on average 24%), 7% on average for
venue rental/private events and 35% from other sources such as sponsorships.

Industry: Festivals

From the surveyed owners/CEOs/managers, eight were from music festivals who own on14

average 1.3 venues. In general, most of the festivals in Victoria have an attendance either15

between 1,000 to 5,000 people (40% of the festivals) or less than 1,000 people (other 40% of the
festivals).

In their majority (80%), they charge an entrance fee and are accessible to all-ages audiences
(67% of festivals) and for people with disabilities (87% of Festivals). Opposite to live music venues,
festivals don’t rely on local artists for their programming where 60% shared that less than half of
their line-up is made up of artists from Victoria. However, the demand is mainly local audiences

15 Some owners of companies claimed to organize more than 1 festival, and provided details for the
additional festivals. The analysis for this section is based not only on the input of the first 9 festivals, but
includes the additional 7 which accounts for a total of 15 festivals in the sample.

14 This sample is fairly small and may not be fully representative of the entire population.
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where 47% of the festivals stated that all the attendees are local fans from Victoria and for 27% of
the festivals, the local audience is more than half of the total audience that attend.

Lastly, forty percent of the festivals claim they don’t work with Tourism Victoria or Destination BC
for the festival, but they would like to do so in the future, whilst 27% also don’t do so and are not
interested. 20% of the festivals already work with them.

Industry: Educators

The survey also explored insights from educators or people that work with public schools in
Greater Victoria. The people that mentioned being educators are represented by a sample of 1516

respondents, where 6 are employee/freelance professionals in the music industry, 4 are neither
of them. These educators mostly don’t work with public schools in Greater Victoria (73% of
educators) and consider it very important to increase their collaboration with the music industry of
Victoria.17

Figure 13 shows that they offer a variety of programs to their students. The most common
program is music career days or counselling (by 20% of educators), where other popular offers
are band program (by 13%), instrument lease program (by 13%) and community outreach music
events (by 13%).

17 Average score of 4.5 when asked ‘How important would it be for you/your school to increase
collaboration with the music industry of Victoria?’. A rating of 1 is equivalent to ‘Not at all important’, 2 to
‘Low importance’, 3 to ‘Neutral’, 4 to ‘Important’ and 5 to ‘Very important’.

16 This sample is fairly small and may not be fully representative of the entire population.
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Figure 13. Programs offered by educators in Greater Victoria

Industry: Support Business Information

The survey explored additional insights from people that have a role in the music industry who
perform supporting activities to artists such as live music (43 responses), artist managers (15
responses), recording industry (such as labels, publishers, distributors or studios) (4 responses),
sound recording (13 responses) and music PR and marketing (30 responses).

As Figure 14 shows, for most of the people, their clients are mainly based in Victoria, except for
actors from the recording industry, where 50% of them state that none or almost none of their
clients are based in Victoria.
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Figure 14. Composition of clients based in Victoria, from different music industry agents

Creative: Artists Details

Findings are based on the input of 396 artists who participated in the survey, the majority of18

whom were male (63%) , mainly non identified as LGBTQIA+ (84%), with white ethnicity (80%) and19

no type of disabilities (87%). Artists have a high level of education with 46% of them having
attained a college degree and 19% having an after bachelor’s degree such as a master’s or

19 31% self-declared as female and the remaining 7% declared either as non-binary, two-spirited, preferred
to self-describe or preferred not to disclose.

18 Please note that this sample is fairly small and may not be fully representative of the entire population.
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doctorate , however 64% of artists claimed they did not study a music-related college or20

university degree.21

There is no particular concentration of artists born in a specific decade since twenty-one percent
of them were born in the 80s, 19% in the 70s, 19% in the 90s, 17% in the 50s and 14% in the 60s.

As Figure 15 shows, respondents identified mainly as singer and/or musician songwriter (42%),
followed by singers and/or musician performers (including orchestra, cover act, session musician)
with 39%.

Figure 15. Performer/Musician Type

Figure 16 shows that their main music genres are Rock/Punk/Metal (16%), Folk/Singer-songwriter
(15%) and Classical (12%), with the rest playing many other different genres such as jazz, pop and

21 23% of artists studied a music-related colleague or university degree outside of Victoria and 9% in
Greater Victoria.

20 27% of artists stated that high school is their highest level of education attained.
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funk. This shows that the artists in Victoria are very diverse in their genre, appealing to many
clusters of audience with different music tastes.

The surveyed artists have mainly performed in Victoria in the past 12 months (73%), followed by
48% who performed in British Columbia (outside Greater Victoria), 21% in Canada (outside British
Columbia), 16% abroad and 15% with no performances in the past year.

Figure 16. Main music genres

Most of them (49%) define themselves as semi-professional artists, meaning they are someone
who is paid from music but is not their main income, followed by 29.5% professional artists
(someone who earns their living substantially from music) and 21.5% amateurs (not usually paid
for music work).  This classification is in line with the time they dedicate to music during the week,
where 55% work part-time (8-29 hours per week) in music related activities, only 22% do it full
time, and remaining 22% less than 8 hours per week.
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Similar to workers and organizations in the music industry, the musicians/artists also make use of
a wide variety of means to promote their music. As Figure 17 shows, also for them the main
means are Facebook (by 81%) and word of mouth (by 79%).

Figure 17. Means used by musicians/artists in Victoria to promote their music

As Figure 18 shows, the two main means of compensation for artists’ in Victoria are via a
performance (gig) fee/fixed amount (50%), followed by 31% via a percentage of the door/ticket
sales. However, 15% don’t have any form of compensation and an additional 10% and 8% either
depend on the tips provided by the audience or have in-kind compensation respectively. This
again, is in line with the level of professionalization of artists where 21.5% are amateurs, hence
they are usually not paid for their music work.

This can also be the reason why 2.9 is the average level of satisfaction with pay rates at their
shows in Victoria in the past 12 months (1 being very dissatisfied and 5 very satisfied), showing
that artists are neutral towards their compensation satisfaction.
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Figure 18. Main means of compensation for shows in Victoria in the past 12 months

In addition to the above mentioned means of compensation per show, artists also have other
sources of income that can be related to the creation/composition of music, performance,
recording, other sources related to music or sources not related to music (see Figure 19).

Most of the income for artists in Victoria comes from live performance, where sixty-eight percent
of artists stated that live performances/touring/concerts is one of their sources of income, 39%
mentioned private performances such as weddings and 25% from session/freelance musician
work. Another relevant source is the income derived from the sale of the recorded music with
one third of artists having income from sales of their recorded music or streaming. Other music
related income comes from teaching music, with 25% of artists teaching music and 24% receiving
income from merchandising sales.

As it would be expected from the professionalization/time dedication to music of the artists in
Victoria, almost one fourth of the artists have a job outside the music industry.
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Figure 19. Sources of income for artists in Victoria in the past 12 months

When analyzing support systems, most of the performers (83%) have a place to rehearse, with
54% of them doing so at their own home or garage, 27% in a rehearsal space they
rented/own/share and 2% at a storage facility. The remaining 15% don’t have a place to rehearse.
They claim that the main reason behind it is that rehearsal spaces available are too expensive.

With regard to recording capabilities, 49% of artists recorded music in Victoria in the past 12
months, 17% did so in British Columbia (outside Victoria), 7% in Canada (outside British Columbia)
and 5% did so abroad. However, more than a third of artists (35%) didn’t record any music. For the
ones that did record, mainly did it in a house studio (54%), 28% in a professional recording studio
and 18% in a project studio.

In addition, the most common business relationships that performers/musicians in Victoria have
with other industry agents (Figure 20) are booking agents (10%), record label (9%), music
publisher/administrator (8%) and PR agent/marketing (7%).  These stakeholders are mainly not
based in Victoria.

It is notable that more than half (75%) don’t have any business relationships with any other
industry agents. This could be due to the fact that only 29.5% of the artists define themselves as
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professional artists, hence don’t reach out for additional support to other stakeholders to
professionalize their music activities. What’s more, this finding is aligned with the lack of music
business education and soft industry infrastructure we identified during the round table
conversations.

Figure 20. Performers/Musician Business Relationships with Other Industry Agents

Nevertheless, on average, artists find it important for them to collaborate and increase their
network with other musicians and the music industry in Victoria as well with professionals and
organizations outside the music industry in Victoria.22

In terms of the support they receive from the Government, 75% of the musicians/artists in Victoria
have never received any grant for their music activities. They argue that the main reasons for this
are that they are unaware of the incentives that are available for them (stated by 37%), that they

22 Average score of 4.1 and 3.8 when asked ‘How important is it for you to collaborate and network more
with other musicians and the music industry in Victoria’ and ‘How important is it for you to collaborate and
network more with professionals and organizations outside the music industry in Victoria’. A rating of 1 is
equivalent to ‘Not at all important’, 2 to ‘Low importance’, 3 to ‘Neutral’, 4 to ‘Important’ and 5 to ‘Very
important’.
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apply but didn’t get the grant (by 21%, that the application process was too complicated (by 17%)
or they are not interested (by 16%).

For tax rebates, the use is even less, where no artist/musician surveyed has ever benefited from
one, mentioning the only reason for this is because they don’t know what incentives are available
for them. This, same as in the case of music industry workers/organizations, is an opportunity for
the government to generate more education/awareness on the current grants and tax rebates
available for artists.

Finally, Victoria’s artists are interested in improving a wide set of skills related to several areas in
the music sector (see Figure 21). The main one is music production and composing with 48% of
artists interested in improving their existing skills in the area. Other popular mentions were music
industry skills such as distribution and publishing (51%), marketing/social media and audience
insights (49%), mentoring and professional development (48%), formal music education and
instrument learning (45%) and national and international contacts (43%).

Figure 21. Main Skills that Performers/Musicians are Interested in Improving
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Audience: Music Audience Details

Victoria’s music audience information was collected by inquiring 968 music fans in Victoria. The
surveyed audience is mainly composed of females (67%), identified as non-LGBTQIA+ (80%). The
majority has no disability (85%) and has white ethnicity (83%). Most of them have a high level of
education with 52% having a college degree, 20% after bachelor’s degree (master’s or doctorate)
and 21% being high school graduates.

Figure 22 shows that the music audience is slightly aging. Even though there are mainly people
born in the 80s (27%), there are 21% of people who were born in the 70s, 13% born in the 60s and
another 13% in the 50s. Only 18% of them represent the younger generation of people born in the
90s.

Figure 22. Decade of birth of the music audience in Victoria

It is important to note that industry professionals (workers/organizations) and artists were also
given the opportunity to respond to this section as “fans.” Two-hundred forty-five
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artists/musicians and 90 music industry workers/organizations responded. As a result, the
following findings are based on the input of a total of 1,303 people.

Most of the music fans/audience are not musically active (46%), meaning they don’t sing, play an
instrument, give lessons or organize events. Only 22% sing or play an instrument. Nevertheless,
they enjoy a wide range of music, where the favourite genre is rock/punk/metal, with twenty-five
percent of people stating this is their favourite genre. Another favourite is folk &
singer-songwriter (16% of the respondents) and funk, soul and R&B with 9%.

This music preference or demand is in line with the music offering of artists in Victoria, where
rock/punk/metal and folk/singer-songwriter are in the top two of genres played by them (see
Figure 16) and also matching the music venues offering where rock/punk/metal, funk/soul/R&B
and folk & singer-songwriter are in the top 4 genres most often played in music venues in Victoria
(see Figure 12).

Figure 23. Favourite music genres of the music audience in Victoria
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The main media where the audience in Victoria generally finds about the shows from artists that
play above genres correspond to the same main media used by the artists and music industry
workers/organizations. Figure 24 shows this, where Facebook, word of mouth, event pages/apps
and physical signage are the four main media used with 73%, 56%, 40% and 39% of the audience
stating so respectively. In addition, the audience doesn’t have a strong opinion towards the level
of difficulty to find about music news and activities in Victoria, stating that they are neutral in
general towards it being difficult or easy.23

Figure 24. Main channels where the audience finds about music news and activities in Victoria

Is important to note that the audience states being interested in music by artists from Victoria,
showing appreciation for local talent. Fans show their interest by actively following local artists24

on social media (49% of the audience), paying entrances/tipping at a show from a local artist (by

24 Average score of 4.0 when asked Are you interested in music by artists from Victoria?’. A rating of 1 is
equivalent to ‘Very uninterested’, 2 to ‘Uninterested’, 3 to ‘Neither interested nor uninterested’, 4 to
‘Interested’ and 5 to ‘Very interested’.

23 Average score of 3.4 when asked ‘Is it easy to find out about music news and activities in Victoria?’. A
rating of 1 is equivalent to ‘Very Difficult’, 2 to ‘Difficult’, 3 to ‘Neutral’, 4 to ‘Easy’ and 5 to ‘Very easy’.
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49%), streaming music or videos from a Victoria artist (by 48%) and listening to an artist from
Victoria on the radio (by 48%) (see Figure 25).

Figure 25. Activities done by the audience which involve local Victoria artists, in the past 6
months

However, as seen in Figure 26, the frequency of attendance to shows in Victoria is mainly once
every couple of months (31% of the audience) or once or twice a year (by 22%). This is an
opportunity for artists and organizations to target these individuals towards increasing the
frequency of attendance towards once a month (as already 19% of the audience does), multiple
times per month (as 18% do already) or once or more per week (as only 5% does).

The attendance to shows in Vancouver is even lower, where 55% of the audience goes to a show
once or twice a year and 26% never goes. Only 12% attend once every couple of months.
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Figure 26. Frequency in which the audience attends a show in Victoria and Vancouver

Figure 27 shows that the reasoning behind people not attending more live music shows is mainly
driven by the lack of time people have (stated by 33% of the audience), and the high prices of
tickets (by 31% of the audience). These two underlying factors can be the target objectives of
artists and music organizations to ensure more audience participation. This means that artists and
music organizations can focus their efforts in analyzing pricing structures towards lower pricing
and luring audiences via marketing strategies to exchange the time they spend in other activities,
towards spending it in attending live music events.

In addition, 17% of the audience mentioned that there is a lack of all-ages or family-friendly
events, which aligns with the statement from music industry representatives who claim that
regulations that make live music less accessible for all-ages audiences are among the top
regulatory challenges for the music ecosystem sustainability (see Figure 29).
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Figure 27. Reasons why the audience in Victoria doesn't attend to live music performances more
frequently

Lastly, it is important to show the interaction that the local audience in Victoria has with other
surrounding services and activities that support the local music ecosystem. Figure 28 shows that
private transportation is the preferred means to reach a music event (70% of the audience stated
so, vs. 41% who used public transportation or 37% who used a taxi service). In addition, the
audience does generate an indirect economic benefit to restaurants or bars since 60% have
visited them after an evening concert.

In addition, a high percentage of the audience (49%) listened to a busking musician and 43%
purchased music and/or merchandise from a local store, confirming the high engagement of the
local audience with local artists (same as seen in Figure 25).
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Figure 28. Services/activities used or done by the audience in Victoria in the last 6 months

Perceptions and Ratings of Victoria’s Music Ecosystem

We asked all survey participants about their professional opinion related to Victoria’s music
ecosystem and the level of importance they perceive on some of them. These ratings provide
insights on which areas are most relevant to improve or focus efforts on.

Feedback of artists and music industry workers/organizations

Figure 29 shows that both artists and the music industry organizations/workers in Victoria have a
similar perspective on which policies or regulations have negatively impacted their activities. The
three main policies/regulations that have generated such impact are the noise ordinance, liquor
licenses and the all-ages accessibility.
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Figure 29. Impact for artists and workers in the music industry, by regulations and policies

Based on the above it would be reasonable for them to expect prioritization by the Government
in making adjustments on these regulations to ensure they increase their benefit. However,
Figure 30 shows that both artists and music industry organizations/workers have different top
three priorities, where they would like government support.

The first advocates for more grants to support artists and music organizations, the second is to
ensure access to public spaces for music events and third, to have more affordable spaces to
live, work and rehearse. Other two areas of improvement that could be impacted by policy
making is to provide more tax incentives to support music business and increase public advocacy
for music.

Regarding the first and fourth priority, as seen in the characterization both of artists and music
industry workers/organizations, most of them have never received any grant or tax rebate, hence,
as advised previously, there could be an effort made by the government to educate/clarify to
them what are the suitable options for them, or create new avenues for funding support.
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Figure 30. Music Industry workers/organizations and artists prioritization on policies

In addition, Figure 31 shows that both segments have a high level of empathy towards a diverse
music ecosystem. Both rate as very important that Victoria City government and other
stakeholders, publicly champion all genres of local music. Moreover, they also consider that
music leaders are inclusive, diverse and equitable for all music genres and backgrounds. It will be
important then to ensure that policies formalize this sentiment.

Both segments also consider it important to have access to a wider range of skills and education
in several areas such as creative development (e.g. instrument learning, jamming, producing) and
industry development (e.g. trends, marketing, export, networking). These skills, according to
Figure 13 are not being currently widely offered by music educators in Victoria which is an
opportunity for them to include as part of their curriculum/offer.
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Figure 31. Level of importance that artists and Music Industry workers/organizations give to some
aspects in Victoria’s music ecosystem

(1 = ‘not at all important’ and 5 = ‘very important’)

How important is it to you...
Industry organization
/ worker

Artist Overall Priority

That Victoria City government and
others in power publicly champion all
genres of local music

4.47 4.55
Very

important
1

That support for music in Victoria by
the government and others in power is
equitable for all music genres and
backgrounds (e.g. ethnicity, gender,
LGBTQIA+, age, experience, abilities)

4.27 4.29
Important 2

That music leadership and advocacy
groups in Victoria are inclusive and
diverse (e.g. ethnicity, gender,
LGBTQIA+, age, experience, abilities)

4.22 4.22
Important 3

To access more music-related
education and professional
opportunities in Victoria on Industry
development (e.g. trends, marketing,
export, networking)

3.85 3.72
Important 4

To access more music-related
education and professional
opportunities in Victoria on Creative
development (e.g. instrument learning,
jamming, producing)

3.58 3.70 Important
5

Feedback of Victoria’s Music Audience

We also asked Victoria’s music audience about their perception of various aspects of the local
music ecosystem. Figure 32 divides the various aspects into areas to improve (due to their lower
ratings), the aspects to keep in the radar since they can be better (due to their neutral rating) and
areas to maintain (due to their higher ratings). In general, the audience has an overall neutral
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rating, with no aspect being rated as poor or very poor. However, the findings show that there are
some opportunities to improve.

For instance, parking capacity around venues/festivals is one key aspect since, as previously
mentioned (in Figure 28), the use of private cars is the main means of transportation used by
music fans. If they don’t find suitable parking, this will become a relevant blocking factor for them
to go. Currently, parking is not a relevant limitation factor for the audience since only 2% of
people state that they don’t go to music performances due to poor parking (see Figure 27), but it
could become more relevant with time.

Another factor with lower ratings is the presence of music by Victoria artists in non-music events
such as sports and community events. This rating shows that audiences value the engagement of
artists with the rest of the community, this is a hint for artists to become more socially active and
diversify the levels of engagement not only via the traditional and digital platforms they are
currently using to promote their music, but also by participating actively within the local
community. This can also impact the factor of visibility of Victoria music talent, currently rated with
3.24.

Furthermore, making available more music education in schools can be a factor that has an
opportunity to improve (currently rated with 3.09). As seen in the characterization of the
audience, very few fans are musically active, which could be having an impact on their low levels
of frequency of attendance to live music performances. Schools could then develop new
strategies towards music taste development from early ages, educating the future music
audience.

Figure 32. Audience Ratings of Victoria’s Music Ecosystem

(1 = ‘very poor’ and 5 = ‘very good’)

How would you rate the following parts of Victoria’s
music ecosystem?

PEST Factor Average Rating
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(Political,
Economic,

Social,
Technological)

Lower ratings (below 3.0)25 PEST Average Rating

Parking capacity around venues/festivals E 2.81

Presence of music by Victoria artists in non-music
events (sports, community, etc.)

S 2.85

Neutral ratings (between 3.0 and 3.4) PEST Average Rating

Availability of music education in schools P 3.09

Music opportunities for young people E 3.13

Opportunities for night/late night dining E 3.17

Visibility of Victoria music talent S 3.24

Reputation of Victoria as a music place S 3.38

Higher ratings (above 3.5) PEST Average Rating

Physical accessibility of venues/festivals T 3.50

Diversity and inclusiveness in the music community S 3.53

Sound quality of music venues/festivals T 3.62

Safety around venues/festivals P 3.82

Safety in venues/festivals T 3.99

These findings demonstrate that even though the audience perceives a generally average music
ecosystem with an overall rating of 3.34 (Neutral) , there are some opportunities to improve not26

only by the supporting stakeholders such as the government, via funding opportunities, but also
by the artists and music industry workers/organizations themselves.

26 Average value of all the factors. Each factor was given the same weight.

25 Both lower ratings tend to neutral opinions but are the two lowest scores and are below 3.0 ‘Neutral’.
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